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Details of Visit:

Author: lookingnow
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 21 Jan 2009 1400
Duration of Visit: 2hrs+
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.delicious-demi.com
Phone: 07707632497

The Premises:

Queit secluded flat with discreet entrance

Very easy to find, parking no problem, clean and tidy 

The Lady:

Gorgeous, fantastic and lovely.

Much better than her pics.

Very slim with a figure most women would die for.

Her breasts are better than you can ever imagine

Demi will dress for you in any of her costumes, but when she takes it off OH WOW!!!!!

Fun, Friendly, Outgoing and Chatty

Let Demi take control, the tie and tease is to be experienced.

Lie back and enjoy!

The Story:

This is one of the best punts of all time. If you are looking for a GFE then demi will give it to you, but
if you are after 2 hours of pure sex and raunchiness then you are in for a real treat. Her tie and
tease is to be experienced and no GF I have ever met is going to give you the kind of fun Demi will.

I was met by her wearing a string mesh cat suit that hid nothing! having undressed me she turned
on the shower and gave me a clean towel.

The bedroom antics are private, but believe me this is the best!

Her body is the best that I have seen for a very long time, slim and very sexy with perfect breasts
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and the sexiest bottom!!!!

Great VFM, Great FUN, Fantastic SEX

Thanks Demi, I will return as soon as i have recovered.
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